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By F. Paul Wilson

F. Paul Wilson. Paperback. Condition: New. 402 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.9in.In medical
ethics, the line between right and wrong is often blurred. Who is to decide what is for the good of
humanity Changing the world. One person at a time. . . That is the mission statement of Tethys
Hospital, run by Dr. Bill Gilchrist and his deformed sister, Abra. VG723, their revolutionary stem-cell-
based therapy, appears to be capable of doing just that for the cancer patients who come to
Tethys. VG723 is often their last hope. But if they match the protocol, theyre virtually guaranteed a
cure. Dr. Sheila Takamura, a young, dedicated oncologist, is proud to be involved in the clinical
trials. Once the FDA approves it for widespread use, VG723 will revolutionize cancer therapy. That
is why shes alarmed when former patients return with bizarre syndromes. Yes, theyre cancer free,
but theyre experiencing dramatic changes in their hair and skin and general appearance. When she
investigates a possible link to the protocol, those patients start dying. As the body count grows,
Sheila finds her own life in danger. She comes to suspect there might be a literal meaning behind
the Tethys motto -...
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This created publication is excellent. It generally does not price a lot of. You may like just how the writer create this pdf.
-- Jo Kuhlman-- Jo Kuhlman

Totally among the best publication I actually have actually go through. It can be filled with wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Glen Ernser-- Glen Ernser
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